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Digital Advertising Package 

Digital Video is fast becoming an important part of a TV campaign 
but also as a stand alone medium to advertise on. 

Especially to smaller regional advertisers due to the geo targeting 
capabilities. 

At TVA, we've put together a package for advertisers to get started 
with digital video either across ITV, Channel 4, SKY or even 
YouTube. For most advertisers, digital video is difficult to get into 
because the production of a commercial can be cost prohibitive, 
especially as it needs to be legally cleared to advertise across these 
platforms along with usage rights for voice overs and music. 

To help clients test this medium we’ve built a package that includes 
the cost of making you an advert, in either 2D, 3D or utilising 
existing live action or still photography you may already hold.
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Let’s Get Started 

We buy on a cost per thousand basis which can be converted to a 
cost per view and each supplier has different rates. Often there can 
also be incentives or offers for new or existing advertisers 
depending on availability and the targeting options you choose.  

To keep things simple these are examples only and are meant to 
show you potential delivery with the TVA Digital Package with no 
advanced targeting such as by genre, demographic or interest 
based but with geo targeting by City so you can advertise with little 
wastage.  

Some broadcasters have other geo targeting options such as 
postcode, local authority or even drive time but these can have 
premiums attached and minimum spends.
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Viewer Numbers 

Depending upon the broadcaster you can get anywhere between 100,000 - 
150,000 video views for with our digital package. However, as most broadcaster 
VOD (ITV Hub, SKY Go, All4), is viewed through a smart TV you can actually 
apply a factor of 60% additional views to get a more accurate picture of how 
many people see your advert.  

Which increases the viewer numbers to between 160,000 - 240,000. And as you 
have to watch the ads on broadcaster VOD you will get roughly a 96% completion 
rate on your video meaning the majority of viewers would have seen the entirety 
of your advert whole advert. With a cost per view between 1.5p - 2p.  

Some broadcasters will offer deals too such as 20% over delivery which again will 
reduce your cost per view and increase the number of viewers your budget reaches. 

*This is an ever changing market so ask us today what delivery we can get you.
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Now YouTube is different from broadcaster VOD. The main 
difference is that your ads will appear around user generated 
content as opposed to TV programming like Bake off, Coronation 
St, or Premier League Football.  

So your ads are in a different environment but not only that your ads 
are skippable! The advantage of skippable ads is that viewers are 
forced to watch the first 5 seconds but after they can skip at any 
time, now if they skip before your ad completes or reaches 30” or 
clicks and engages with your ad then you don’t pay for the skipped 
view. This can be quite valuable as it should mean that only those 
who are interested in your ads offering will choose to watch your 
whole advert. This should mean that only those interested in your 
offering are watching your ads so you’re only paying for engaged 
views. It also means you get a large amount of non paid for partial 
views. 

On a 4k budget, this would then work out at 200,000 views at 2p per 
view and a 20% view through rate you’d get total impacts of 1 
million. So as you’re buying on a cost per view basis (which you can 
choose, although 2p is normally where we start), your cost per 
impact including those who skipped drops to 0.4p per impact which 
is in line with TV advertising costs. As YouTube is part of Google 
AdWords you also have more data and targeting options to draw 
on such as retargeting campaigns or those in the market for a 
product or service.  

If you choose to advertise on YouTube, it's worth considering having 
a creative specifically for that purpose to make the most of those 
views that skip by front loading your creative message. 

YouTube Advertising Explained



So what does the package 
include? 
Choose advertising space across ITV Hub, All4, SKY VOD or 
YouTube.  

Delivery to either, ITV, All4, SKY or YouTube. Additional delivery 
charges for more than one delivery at £50 per transmitter. 

Production of a simple advert, see examples in links below. 

Including a basic voice over (male or female) with usage for your 
campaign and library music track with usage for your campaign. 

So how much advertising space is included in your package? 

The package has a total cost of £5,500 (plus VAT). £4,000 of value 
will be spread across either one or more of your channel choices. 
£1,500 will cover the cost of producing your advert.
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Choose from the selected 
VOD platforms. 

ITV Hub • All4 • Sky Go • 
YouTube 

*Additional delivery change of £50 
per station.

Making your advert. 

Choose from a 2D, 3D or 
imagery based animated 

advert. 

*See some examples on page 6

Voice Over and Music . 

It’s all about the tone, would you 
like a male or female VO • Music 

style. 

*VO holds a 6-month license for digital. 
Music digital license in perpetuity.

Digital Advertising Package 
Here’s a breakdown of what is included with the TVA Digital Package 

and how the cost is distributed.

£4,000 £1,500
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Digital Advertising Showreel 
Here are some perfect examples of successful digital advertising 

focused animation.
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About TVA 

At The TV Agency, we have both the tools and 
people to create the perfect animated advert for 
your business. Just one good animated video can 
provide immense reach, speak directly to your 
customers and make your brand stand out. We 
offer an array of services including video 
production, visualisation, and motion design. 

Let’s take a look and get you moving.



Our Work

Our showreel says it best - here is our latest.

TVA Showreel 2020 
Click to View

https://thetvagency.com/showreel
https://thetvagency.com/showreel
https://thetvagency.com/showreel


Our Software

We are focused on making sure our team is kitted out 
with the latest and greatest. The industry moves at a 
lightning pace and we are always trying to stay 
ahead of the curve. 

Our Tools 

Autodesk Maya 2020 
Cinema 4D 
Blender 
Nuke 
Adobe Creative Suite 
Unreal Engine 
Unity 
Corona Render



Experience 

The TVA team is made up of multi-disciplined 
creatives with over two decades of experience in 
the animation industry. We have worked with some 
of the world’s leading brands creating content for 
television, ad campaigns and corporate videos.



That’s a wrap

Let’s start something amazing. If you have any 
questions - scribble them down or ping us an 
email. 

anthony@thetvagency.com


